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To the first time leadership of National Indonesia have been selected to through direct election 

mechanism. Initially, many side that prejudice that political agenda will trigger conflict of 

horizontal society. Experience a period of/to laliu showing social distortion height in course of 

commutation of leadership become the single reference strengthening of prejudice . But, really 

beyond belief we are that any Indonesia people have shown remarkable participation. Election of 

President directly at General election 2004 then can take place safely, peace, and is democratic. 

In UU No 32 Year 2004 Section 59 is article 2 mentioned that proposing of regional leader 

candidate and area proxy conducted through one door namely political party or political party 

aliance. Appearance of UU Political Party in election of regional leader directly political party 

can register its cadre become candidate to area of moment that party can reach 15% chair of 

DPRD or 15% valid voice in general election of rightful claimant legislative raise candidate in 

election of regional leader. 

Target of party become candidate will of course so that that party carry competent candidate lead 

in Unlucky Sub-Province. Elementary Criterion have been specified, like believe, good record 

track, and others. Medium to figure which want to be to area, support of parpol and its mass it is 

of course in needing to that candidate have condition which enough become candidate will 

Regent, at the same time look after support utilize to win election. gone through by step is and 

party of figure the represent fair something that in election of regional leader with this direct 

election system. 

Assorted of strategy conducted to win election of regional leader. conducted by strategy is 

Unlucky Party Functional group Sub-Province of preparation that is phase covering: forming of 

team of pilkada, identify area, determination of goals. Model network as a mean to chosen 

candidate which with quality covering; candidate list, selection step, and stipulating of candidate. 

With convention of is so-called densely Head Area ( Rapinda) namely; election, stipulating, and 

candidate couple declaration. strategy of victory which tend to flange influence society with 

party coalition, candidate socialization and also submit mission and vision. 

Research method used by researcher that is using method of diskriptif. Where writer depict or 

portray accurate objeck. While data collecting technique which supporting this writing, writer get 

from documentation and interview. Documentation got from newspaper, formal documents, 

reports, regulations, and also archives with aim to get materials which supporting theoretically to 

this topic of research. 

Result of from this research, can be concluded that Party Functional group strategy with have 

coalition to become candidate in election to area by becoming Proxy Regent, representing step 

early for step hereinafter follow General election 2009. Thereby, winning election of area meant 

as formal victory of power of area. Besides the victorious to party mean as instrument for the 



consolidation of support in area. Same view as this do not get out of idea that regional leader can 

function for the mobilization of general election support in national story;level. 

 


